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June 27, 1982

Dan:

For days, too, I've been thinking if a response to
you is appropriate or not. Then, reasons failing, and
all I'm left with is loge for you, I figure I'll write.

I am so moved by your communication. It cuts through,
transcends the politics and the them-and-us~ness. Joyce
(now Jocelyn) read it and it brought tears to her eyes too,
as she's been through the betrayals in the face of group
orders.

That is wonderful news about White hgngarin. I
am so flipped when someone makes it so well. I doubt I

Wygheyer told you that I really was a fab. I bought four copies
of QE£§§i1; sod gave three away s to LRH; MSH and @mareeeeeeM~
Garrison. Only Sherman book I know I haven't read is
hole, and I'll find one of those one of these days.

It's strange I'm writing you today. I just learned
that a very close friend Ed Brewer was killed on the weekend.
Ed spent a couple of years with me on the RPF in Clearwater "
then were together in Los Angeles. The thing that leaves
me raped is that I have tried for two hours to find out
anything from the org in LA with nothing but runharounds.
put-offs or sluff~offs. You mention total freedom, and
you're on the right line. what freedom can any one of
those pgople have when they think they have something
to hide.

On the other hand, I'm of the mind that all acts
are inherently perfect. .That everything is black or white.
It either is or it isn't. And this has given me a relaxation
about LRH and the whole subject. That,taken one more step
as well yields all my acts equally perfect.

Since getting out of the SO the 11 years of implants
keep peeling away at stupendous velocity. Datum after
datum, "fact" after “fact”, truth after truth, policy
after policy they take a 180 degree twist, leave me speechless
then gracefully drop away.

Est tickles me. It's one of those squirrel groups
which, even if you take only a guest lecture of it, you're
barred from upper level Scientology until you've destroyed
it. After leaving the SO I still felt that est must be
a bunch of SP’s. What a shock to learn that not only
are they not SP's, but they are a very decent, highly
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ethical bunch who are doing real good in the world. They
are divorced from politics, don't hide behind g front of
religiosity, and don't bullshit you (at least my experience).
If I didn't know better. and didn't want to be struck
pink, I'd say they have made Scientology workable. and
I'd take another look at who the real squirrels are.

Then take hichael Flynn, the greatest SP of them
all, the mastermind attorney behind the various damage
cases; After being freaked by the two declares on me,
and other forms of harrassment a friend put me in touch
with Flynn. Lo and behold, he turns out to be a fairly
damned enlightened guy, who I don't see ripping off anyone.
and paradoxically the C of S owes him a huge debt of
gratitude because he has brought external ethics to the
organization when it couldn't keep its own integrity in.
This guy has made it safe (along with the FBI) for people
like me to exist safely on the outside. Everything is
flippedm the reverse of what it was.

Need a high profile to enssne the organization
thinks a few times before it decides to bump you off? Contact
dationah TV. Strange that these guys are only motivated by
bucks, and they get this by titilating the public with
"sensational news". Strangely they too make it possible for
me, and others like me, to live our lives. p

Jesus, 18m tripping right now, but having to expend so
much white-out; I'm not a typer, I'm a tripperf "That all
smnhave inalienable rights to their own religious practices
and their performance“. Except G. Armstrong. He decides to give up
Scientology, and he's and SP, a 2% percenter. By that
definition isn't every non-Scientologist likewise an SP. Then
do you get “inalienable rights“ as long as they are Scientologists.
That's why I'm out of the business. That andbecause I had
difficulty finally with a religion based on the Gehlen system.
If it had been an intelligence operation, I'd be in there with
all feet, but what a cheap shot to masquerade as a religion.
Don't think for a second I don't love the rush of intelligence.
Your books are life. and for your friends into astrology,
I've got 7 planets divided between the 9th and 12th houses,
so I live intelligence and operations. at the sae time, I
aspire to honesty. I

I don't have the volume with me, so l will probably
misquote it, but, right up there with very few literary lines
in my uppermost reaches (got to understand I'm a relatively
unread, unstudisd, un—high~school-graduated type) is “and
his form was perfect“. King Jggugr. Everytime I think of
you, talk to you, yog; name is mentioned, up it comes. with
Hemingway it's a line about coming down a hill onékis
(I think a short story} and ending up drinking Kirsch; with
Omar Garrison it's a couple of line from galpga. with L. Ron
Hubbard, it's from §Qgtgi§.Gr§gtng§§§ And so forth.
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I get a kick out of being so in love with life. I
spent several hours yesterday with a bunch of people who
are dedicated to the purpose of ending hunger on the planet
by 1997; A wanderfu1.day, the reason for lts being wonderful
I can't explain; I am utterly convinced (you got to dig
that evergthing I say is ef this moment, and that things
do change that this is Qgg a PR werld. That is degradation,
and it is false. It would be far more accurate to say,
"this is a world". V

Give a hug to Gray, Tommy and your wife from me.
Tell Gray and Tam that they are my friends and they are welceme to
call and come over any time. You t00.  

The fact which staggers the imagination is that this
is exactly the way it's supposed to be.


